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1. INTRODUCTION 
In [7-91 it is shown that, roughly speaking, there is an essentially 
unique (but non-invariant) analogue I, of “Haar integration” for 
p-adic-oalued functions on the ring of p-udic integers Z,, (p prime) such that 
the corresponding commutative convolution multiplication * is associative. 
This latter does not behave quite in the classical way, the divergence being 
described in terms of a second associative and commutative convolution 
multiplication 0. 
Now for each m, )I 30, l,Jz”‘) = B,, (the mth Bernoulli number) 
and if . denotes pointwise multiplication then I,( 2”’ z”) = B,,, + ,, , 
Zo(zrn * z “) = B, B,. However, the rational numbers A,*,,,, = 10(z’” @ z”) 
(which are also independent of p) appear to provide a genuinely two 
variable analogue of the Bernoulli numbers B,. 
In Section 2 we recall, for convenience, some basic results about the 
numbers AZ,, (see [7] and [9]) and then obtain the following further 
results concerning them and also the Bernoulli numbers: 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Zf n > 0 and m 3 0 then 
AZ,.,= (- 1)” B,,,,. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let m > 0. Then ( - 1 )“‘+ ’ BZm > 0 and B,, Bzn, + 4 > 
(B Zm + 2)2 (proved algebraically). 
PROPOSITION 2.5. For m, n 3 0, 
+(-‘),,+‘B B,+,f(-l)m+n+’ B,+,,/2, 
n+l m 
the minus sign being taken tx and only 13 n = 0. 
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Now let c(s) = C,“=, n-’ (re(s) > 1) denote the Riemann zeta function so 
that Z(s) = (s - 1) i(s) represents an entire function of a complex variable 
and,foreachm>O,Z(l-m)=(-l)“.B,(see [l],e.g.).Notethatifmis 
odd then B, = 0, apart from the case B, = -1, so that the factor (- 1)” 
here is nearly redundant! 
In Section 3 we introduce a two variable “poly-Dirichlet series” Y(w, z), 
analogous to Z(s), and prove the somewhat surprising 
THEOREM A. The analytic function Y( w, z), defined for w, z E C with 
re(z) > 2 and re(w) > 2 hy putting 
m=l n=l m=l n=l 
m  < ,1 t?l>fl 
estends to an entire function of (w, z) E C x C. Further Y satisfies the 
analytic identity Y( w, 2) + Y(z, w) = Z(z + w - 1). 
Note that each of the two constituent double series above represents a 
meromorphic function on C* with polar variety having infinitefy many 
irreducible components (see [3], and [2] for a discussion of these treating 
the W, z variables separately. I am grateful to Professor L. Van Hamme for 
drawing my attention to this latter paper.) In order to avoid excessive 
analytic detail we will follow the “Euler’s summation formula” method of 
analytic continuation as used in [2] although a “repeated contour 
integral” approach would perhaps make the cancellation of polar 
behaviour appear less fortuitous. 
In Section 4 we evaluate Y( I -m, 1 -n) in terms of AZ,, in analogy with 
the one variable connection between Z( 1 - m) and B,. 
THEOREM B. For m 3 0, n 3 0, 
Y(l-m, l-?z)=(-l)“+‘A;,,+(-l)“B,6,,, 
wvhere 6,,, denotes the Kronecker delta function. 
Thus the “symmetrization” identity for Y mentioned above implies a 
corresponding identity for the A,*,,,. On the other hand the p-adic approach 
of [7] shows immediately that the A&, are “symmetric.” Curiously there 
does not appear to be a “poly-Dirichlet series” entire function of two 
complex variables similarly exhibiting this symmetry directly. 
2. BASIC PROPERTIES OF THE AZ., 
For convenience, we first recall some basic properties of the rational 
numbers Az,n (see [7] and [9]): 
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Recap 2.1. 
(a) A~,,=(l/(n+l)).C~=f,I C-1Y (‘:‘I Bnz+j B,,+, , (nl,n>O). 
Thus, 
A;,= -B mtl, 
~42.1 =f(Bm+,+B,+z), 
A;,= -1 B 6( m+1+3Bm+z+2B,,+~L 
A;,,=#B m+z+2B,+~+B,,+~), 
A:., = &,(B m + I - lOB,, + i - 15B,,, + 4 - 6B,,, + 5 1, . . . 
(b) AZ*.,, = AX, for all HZ, n 3 0 (the case n = 0 is essentially an iden- 
tity due to Euler; see [4]). 
(c) The symmetric matrix (A;.,,) (0 d 111, n 6 N) is positive definite 
(N30). 
(d) If m > 0, n > 0 have the same parity (the “trivial case” in a two 
variable context) then AZ,,,, = i( - 1 )” + ’ B,,, + ,, 
(e) The 2-adic valuation rZ(Az,,,) 3 -2 (m, II 3 0). 
(f) If p is an odd prime then the p-adic valuation 
- 1 for all 1~1, II 3 0 
u,(AZ.,,) 3 0 ifm,n3Oandnl+fidp-3,where 
.f-.ymod(p- 1)and 1 <.Ubp- 1 
(see, also, [S] for some other p-adic congruences; it would be interesting to 
determine whether or not there are associated p-adic analytic zeta functions 
of two variables analogous to those in the case of the modified Bernoulli 
numbers). 
RECURRENCE RELATION 2.2. Ifn>O and ma0 then 
A:.,=(-lYB,+,,. 
ProoJ We adopt the notation of [7-91. Thus AZ,, = Z,Jf” @ ?), 
B, = Z,JP’), and so 
A;,,=Z,(z”’ @ ((z+ l)“-2”)) 
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while (-l)“B,+,,=Z,(z”~ ( -z)“). The result now follows directly from 
the general identity, valid when g(0) = 0, 
Zo(f 0 &) = Zo(fs - L 
where 
Ag(z)=g(z+ 1)-g(z) and g-(z) =g( -2). 
(In fact for k>O, f@g(k)=C:=, f(i).g(k-i) (see [7,4.6]) and so a 
simple calculation shows that f @ Ag = A(f @ g) (since g(0) = 0). Hence 
(a) Zo(fO 4) = Zo(A(fCiM) = (fOg)'(O) (see C7,2.Wl). 
Now (f@ g)’ = f @ g’+f’ @ g+f * g (see [7, Remark following 5.31) 
and a @ b(0) = a(O) b(0) so 
(b) (f 0 g)‘(O) = f(0) g’(0) +f * g(0). 
Finally 
(4 f * g(0) = MfgL) -f 0 g’(0) (see C7, 5.11), 
and the result follows from (a), (b), (c)). 
2.3. Table of Values of A& 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 
6 0 6 0 -m 0 6 
1 1 I 1 I I I I 6 i-2 60 60 $2 ih 60 60 
1 
60 & 
I I 
420 84 da 8 
-l& 
3 6 I 1 60 420 iii 1 I 420 60 &I i% 
4 0 23 4 -43 A 1 5 308 132 &A% 
1 
da i-h 
1 I 5 
z? 60 308 m  -& -2% 
6 0 1 Ai t&i 5 691 60 132 -A& 5460 -a 
7 8 - 
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2.4. APPLICATION TO THE B,. Let m > 0. Then 
(-,),+I B,,>O and B2,B2,+4~(B2m+2)2. 
(The first result gives the well-known sign alternation of the B,, while 
the second, in particular, easily implies that ( B2,/2m( + cc as m -+ cc 
which is usually proved by analytic methods; see [ 1 ] ). 
Proof: By 2.1(c) and (d) the 2 x 2 submatrix of (A&,), 
[ 
4t,, AL,,., ( - 1)” + ’ B2,/2 (-l)m+3B2,+2/2 
AZ+2.m A~+,.,+, = (-Y+‘&m+2/2 I [ (-l)m+3&,,+4/2 1 
is positive definite and hence the result follows, 
2.5. ANOTHER FORMULA FOR AZ,,. For m, n>O, 
the minus sign being taken if, and only if, n = 0. 
Proof This follows easily from 2.1 (a) on changing the index of sum- 
mation to (n + 1 -j) and recalling that BzX+, = 0 if k > 0 and B, = - f. We 
will make use of this ungainly formula for AX., in Section 4. 
3. THE ENTIRE FUNCTION Y(w,:): PROOF OF THEOREM A 
Throughout, PV, z E @ and XI: denotes x2=, x;=, . We put 
Y( U’, z )=(,_,)~~m~~~+‘n~~=_(,-,)~~m~~~II~ =+I 
??Z<” ,n > n 
for re(z) > 2, re(w) > 2, (1) 
and, following [2], 
ff(z, Mz)=CCmp”‘nm’ for re(z) > 1, re(w) > 1. (2) 
m < ,1 
In each case the convergence is clearly absolute and “uniform on compact 
sets.” 
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A routine rearrangement (using the fact that i(w) .c(z) =C C mp”‘nez, 
where [ denotes the Riemann zeta function) shows that 
Y(w,2)=(z-1)~H(z,w-1)+(w-1)~H(z-1,w) 
-(w-l).<(w).i(z-1) for re(z)>2, re(w)>2. (3) 
Now, given k > 1, a straightforward application of “Euler’s summation 
formula” (see [6, pp. 432-4331) gives equation (8) of [2], 
H(z, w)=((z).[(w)-((i(z+ w- i))/(M’- l)+;[(z+M’) 
for re(,-)> 1, re(w)> 1, (4) 
where P,(x) = B,(.\: - [x] ) denotes the periodic extension of the Bernoulli 
polynomial B,(x) from 0 d x 6 1 (see [ 1 ] or [6], e.g.). Substituting from 
(4) into (3) we obtain 
Y(w, z) = Y,(w, z) + YJM’, z) + Y,(w, z) 
for re(=) > 2, re( w  ) > 2, (5) 
where 
(a) 
Y,(w, z )=(Z-l)[(Z)[(u~-l)-(Z-l)([(:+\c-2))/(w-2) 
+~(Z-l)~(Z+,c-1)+(M’-l))(~-l))(ll’) 
-(w-l)(~(Z+M’-2))/(w-l)++(M’-l)~(~+~1’-1) 
-(M’-l)[(M:)<(l-1) 
=(;-l)&)[(w-I)-(z+w-~)(<(z+w-2))/(,~-2) 
+;(Z+M’-2)<(z+M’-l), (6) 
which (on recalling that i(z) has polar part l/(z - 1)) is readily seen to 
represent an entire function of (w, Z) (independent of k). 
(b) 
Y,(w,z)= i: ( -1) rz,{ = (w:r~13)+i~~-1)(M’:I~T2)} 
(7) 
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which again represents an entire function of (w, z) (depending on the 
choice of k of course) since 
Finally, 
(c) 
(8) 
Now, for each k 3 1, 
Y(w, z ) = Y,(w, --) + Y,(w, z) + Y,(w, z) 
for re(z)>2, re(w)>2, 
where Y, “is” entire (independent of k) and Y, “is” entire (dependent on 
k). Therefore in order to show that Y has an analytic continuation to an 
entire function on C2 it is clearly enough to show that, given LE R, there 
exists a choice of k 3 1 such that the right hand side of (8) represents an 
analytic function for re(z) > L, re(w) > L. Now given k > 1, choose K> 0 
such that ~P,,+,(x)l6Kforallx~RThenforre(z)>2-k, re(w)>2-k, 
we have that 
x w f 2k - 
is dominated by the convergent “series” 
f ))*-2~~~=,,~,~k~2.K.~=~. ‘f n-3, 
n=l k+l k+l n=, 
A similar estimate clearly applies to the other term of (8). Thus the right- 
hand side of (8) represents an analytic function for re(z) > 2 -k, 
re(w) > 2 - k and so, by the remark above, Y has an analytic continuation 
as an entire function on C2. 
Now put Z(S) = (S - 1) C(S) so that Z represents an entire function of a 
complex variable s E @. Then a routine rearrangement using (1) shows that 
Y(w,z)+ Y(z, w)=Z(w+z-1) for re(z) > 2, re(w) > 2, (9) 
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an identity which, by analytic continuation, in fact holds for all (u: z) E C’. 
In particular, 
Y(z, Z)=i.2(211- 1). (10) 
In view of this it would be interesting to determine the zero variety of Y 
(and also whether or not there is a “functional equation” for Y). 
4. EVALUATION OF Y(l- m, 1 -n): PROOF OF THEOREM B 
Throughout, m and n will be integers. Let W, 3 E @ (with w  # 2 to avoid 
awkward rewriting of the formulae). Then recall from Section 3 that, for all 
large k, 
Y(w,z)= Y,(w,z )+ Yz(w, z)+ Y,(M’, 2) 
=Z(;)i(*~-1)-Z(;M;~2-2)+;.Z(-+M;-l) 
+:, (“Er’) 
i(l-2r).Z(z+w+2r-2) 
+(w;;y)(z-l).,f, cs,T p2~u+$y 
+ ;k+;; (w-l) f n-‘+l !‘I”‘df~f”‘, 
( > 
(11) 
n=l ,1 
Now let m, n 2 0 and put w  = 1 -n, z = 1 -mm. Then, recalling that 
Z( 1 -3) = ( - 1)” B, for all s 3 0 and by evaluating the binomial 
polynomials involved, we easily obtain 
y(l-n, l-m)=(-l)mB,,.(-l)“~+(-l)“‘+“+‘~ 
+;-(-l)“‘+” B,,, 
.(-I) m+n-2r+ 1 B m+n--2r+l3 (12) 
provided that k is large enough (so that, in particular, 
Y,(l-n, l-m)=O). 
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Hence, using 2.5, we have 
Y(l-n, 1-m)=(-l)“+” BmBn. I 
B .x+(-,)“+“+’ .* 
+;-(-l)“+“.B,,,, 
(if k is large enough) 
= ( - 1 )“I A z,,, + ( - 1 )“I + ” B,,, + ,I, (13) 
where the second term is omitted if, and only if, n = 0. Therefore by (9) 
since Z(l-m-n)=(-l)“+“.B,,+,,, it follows that 
Y( 1 - m, 1 - n) = ( - 1 )“I + ’ A z,,,, + ( - 1 )“’ B,,, 6,,“, (14) 
where CL?,,,,, denotes the Kronecker delta function, as promised in the 
introduction. 
Thus, as by (9) 
Y(1 -m, 1 -n)+ Y(1 -n, I -m)=Z(l -m-n) (for all m, n 3 0), 
it follows from (14) that 
( - 1 ),’ + ’ A,*,, + (- 1 )“’ B, 6,, + ( - 1 )‘I+ ’ A;,,, + ( - 1 )‘I B,, hmO 
= (- I)“‘+” B,,,+,,. (15) 
From (15) we easily deduce that if m and n have opposite parity (the “non- 
trivial” case) then Ai., = A&, while if m, n have the Sanre parity (the 
“trivial” case) then 
AZ, + A:,,, = ( - 1 Y + ’ B, + ,t + B,,, S,,o + B,, d,,,,p 
It would be interesting if there were a poly-Dirichlet series entire function 
X of two complex variables such that X(w, z) = A’(;, W) and 
X(1-m, l-n)=A&, but this does not appear likely to be the case. 
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